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With almost a century of history, ChovA is a benchmark  company for architects and professionals within the 

building sector. We offer   our support to the professional sector to secure the adequacy of Waterproofing, 

Thermal and Acoustic Insulation.

Our main business line is based on offering solutions and products to secure the acoustic comfort, the thermal 

insulation of buildings, the healthiness and the energy efficiency, focused in a whole to reduce environmental 

impact but complying also with the requirements established by Building Standards. 

This brochure offers solutions to promote the construction of quality buildings, securing comfort and 

wellness of their inhabitants while contributing to the sustainable development of our planet.
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CHOVA & THE ENVIRONMENT
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Bet on the
sustainable refurbishment

Do you feel at home when you visit an hotel? It should be so. 
The hotels convert into our temporary home for one o more 
nights. To be lodged in an hotel should be synonymous of 
comfort and rest, but such characteristics can only be achieved 
based on a good construction. 

More and more hotels and resorts bet on efficient energy 

measures that decrease environment impact, improve thermal 

comfort and the acoustic insulation of the building. As a result, 

in a refurbishment project it is of most importance to consider 

the building envelope, its roof and floor to install an insulation 

capable to decrease the main energy losses.

To be a competitive hotel, it is necessary to bet on a sustainable 

refurbishment, thus efficient materials and systems are needed 

to get an economic return in short time.

As a company committed to our environment, ChovA develops 

its activities within the framework of an important 

environmental policy, in a full respect of the ecosystem and 

contributing to the sustainable development ofèur planet.

All our products and systems have been produced based on the 

environmental needs and the respective legislation in force. 

Our quality and environmental management  is covered by the  

ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 Certifications granted by the 

authorized bodies IQNet and AENOR. This is an added value for 

both the client and the employee and it shows our commitment 

to quality and sustainability.

To bet on a more efficient building takes part of our day to day 

life. We are constantly looking for innovation and for the full 

environment respect and this leads us to get building solutions 

and products more and more efficient and ecologic.

Advantages & bene�ts
of a well insulated hotel

The  insulation of a building implies to achieve that all the parts 

in contact with the outside environment, increase their 

resistance to heat,  cold  and noise and this is achieved trough 

the incorporation of insulating materials in the external walls, 

roof, partition walls and gaps. 

Ÿ Energy Save. The incorporation of a thermal insulation 

reduces the loss of heat and cold inside the building thus 

decreasing the energy costs.

Ÿ Less gas emissions. Improves the environment. The no use 

of gas boilers, oil or coal derivatives contributes to reduce 

energy consumption thus the emission of greenhouse 

gases.

Ÿ Improves comfort and wellness of the user. The thermal 

insulation with Extruded Polystyrene XPS contributes to 

maintain a comfort temperature inside the building, both 

in winter and in summer.  

Ÿ Eliminates condensation. The moisture inside the 

building that usually lead to the mold creation is 

eliminated.

Ÿ Improves acoustic insulation: The environmental 

acoustic Pollution is becoming an important health 

problem in urban areas. The acoustic insulation helps to 

reduce the noise coming from outside and inside the 

building thus providing a more comfortable stay to guests.
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CHOVA SOLUTIONS 

FOR HOTELS >>
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Waterproo�ng
Water is an essential element for our life and it is present 

in the environment. However, if the protection of the 

hotel from water filtration is inadequate, it will result in a 

loss of healthiness within its interior space thus in an 

aesthetic deterioration of its components and even of 

the building structure if no action is take in time. The 

impossibility of using the concerned spaces and their 

subsequent repair will have a direct impact on the 

profitability of the hotel. Thus it is of most importance to 

get high performing waterproofing solutions which 

offer a guarantee and security either for a refurbishment  

or a new project. 

Thermal insulation
The thermal insulation of a hotel is a key not only to 

achieve the maximum energy efficiency but also the 

client satisfaction. It is estimated that buildings are 

responsible for more than 40% of the energy consumed 

in our country 50% of which is lost through the opaque 

enclosures of the building. For this reason it is very 

important to increase the energy efficiency of  both 

residential and services buildings.

Thus, the thermal insulation is of most importance to get 

the maximum energy efficiency and to secure the 

thermal comfort of the client.

Accoustic insulation
13% of customers wil l  not return to a hotel 

establishment  due to incidences with noise, it is then 

one of the parameters that define the quality of a hotel *.

Acoustic comfort is for a person a perception or 

sensation that only manifests itself when it is deficient. 

Therefore, the noise is between the three First aspects 

most criticized by users of hotels.

* Data from Market Metrix

WALLS WATERPROOFING

VENTILATED FAÇADE 

WITH XPS +DRY LINING  THERMAL + ACOUSTIC INSULATION
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FLAT LANDSCAPED DECK

ACOUSTIC CEILING 

FLOATING FLOOR DRY PARTITION WALLS 
SELF-PROTECTED ROOF DECK

POLITABER NATURE COMBI 50/G
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1
HOTEL ENVELOPE
The façade is one of the most important aesthetic part of a building. 

Whatever is the location or orientation of a hotel, it must have an 

isolation system in its façades since it is the best way to protect it 

against external threats both thermal and acoustic. The external 

refurbishment will increase the comfort of internal spaces while it will 

improve the aesthetic aspect of the building thus providing added 

value to the end client.

It is also important to pay attention to the different decks of the 

building. In spite these latest are less visible, they represent high 

profitable spaces for the hotel since they have multiple uses that 

contribute to improve customer perception of the hotel. Among these 

uses are: relaxation and rest such as the solarium and landscaped 

terraces, leisure and sport; space for catering; technical decks for the 

installation of air conditioning equipments, etc.

- 12 -

Waterproo�ng 
& Insulation 

Our ventilated façade system and the ETICS insulation system secure the insulation and eliminate the thermal bridges thus 

avoiding the condensation. Moreover with the external insulation and the multiple design possibilities, we are optimizing the 

useful surface of the hotel. 

ETICS Insulation system with XPS and thermal-acoustic dry lining system of ChovA. 

1. Ventilated façade

2. Chovafoam 250 H 

3. Façade wall

4. Dry lining system with Panel CHOVACUSTIC 65 R 70/4

Ventilated façade with XPS plus the thermal-acoustic dry lining system of ChovA. 

Façade height below 18 m

1. ETICS system

2. ChovAFOAM 250 S SATE

3. Façade wall

4. Dry lining system with Panel CHOVACUSTIC 65 R 70/4

1

2

3
4
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4

CHOVA > HOTEL ENVELOPE
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Flat landscaped roof

1. Concrete Slab and gradient formation

2. Bituminous primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 + POLITABER COMBI 40

4. GEOFIM 150

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. INVERLOSA GREY

1. Concrete slab and gradient formation

2. Bituminous primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30

4. POLITABER GARDEN COMBI

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. ChovADREN DD

7. Topsoil

The ChovA roof decks systems will transform the hotel envelope into a differentiating space which provides multiple 

environmental benefits while they secure the waterproofing, the energy saving  and the thermal and acoustic comfort.

The POLITABER Nature membranes and the INVERLOSA tiles provide roof decks that contribute to decontaminate the air from our 

cities thus the hotel has a positive environmental impact. The "Nature" photocatalytic granule incorporated the POLITABER Nature 

membrane  cause a constant disintegration of  the NOX polluting oxides.

The flat landscaped roof systems of Chova transform the hotel roof into a green space of multiple design possibilities such as a 

vegetation coating, an urban garden, a leisure or relaxation garden  without hindering  the watertightness or the insulation of the 

deck.

1. Concrete Slab

2. ChovAPLAST ALU 30

3. ChovAFOAM 300 M40

4. GEOFIM 200

5. Gradient formation (2-3%)

6. Supermul

7. POLITABER VEL 30

8. POLITABER Combi 50/G nature

Flat deck with INVERSOLA
Self-protected deck with 

POLITABER NATURE combi 50/G
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CHOVA > HOTEL ENVELOPE
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Acoustic
Insulation

The acoustic comfort of guests depends on the insulation between enclosures as well on the external acoustic insulation.

To avoid noise pollution coming from outside the building it is of most importance to insulate the façade gaps and windows shall 

have a good performance against traffic noise or activities coming from outside.

- 15 -

CHOVA > HOTEL ENVELOPE

AMPARO
Cuadro de texto
incorporated into the POLITATER

AMPARO
Cuadro de texto
granules
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2
HALL & COMMON AREAS
On many occasions, between people, the first impression one got is 

the good one. The same goes for hotels. The hotel sector is more and 

more competitive, so the feeling that the host receives when  

entering into the hotel is of most importance.

- 16 -

Waterproo�ng
 

The hall and common areas of the hotel makes it a 

differentiating space, with high quality finishes such as 

stoneware tiles or parquet floors but they are also submitted to 

the  high pedestrian traffic of people. That is why the 

waterproofing system shall provide the maximum guarantees 

such as:  the insulation shall protect the waterproofing  

(inverted deck); the application of a flat bi-layer system fully 

adhered to the substrate and comprising  modified 

elastomeric bitumen membranes.  

CHOVA > HALL & COMMON AREAS

1. Concrete slab

2. TriACUSTIC 35

3. ChovAIMPACT BANDA

4. Concrete mortar �ooring

5. ELASTOBAND 50

1

2

3

45

6

7

1. Concrete slab & gradient formation

2. Bituminous primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 y COMBI 40

4. GEOFIM 150

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. GEOFIM PP 125-15

7. Flooring with paving supports

1. Concrete slab & gradient formation

2. Bituminous SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 y COMBI 40

4. GEOFIM 150

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. GEOFIM PP 125-15

7. Ceramic �ooring
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7

Flat deck with �oating �oor. Flat deck with adhered �oor.

Acoustic Insulation
 

The Hall of the hotel is submitted to a high pedestrian traffic. It 

is therefore important to reinforce the acoustic insulation and 

avoid the transmission of noise from this area to the adjacent 

enclosures.

Floating �oor with air-borne

and impact noise insulation. 

Partition wall between

enclosures.

1. Laminated Plasterboard 

2. ViscoLAM 65 

3. Laminated Plasterboard 

4. ChovANAPA 4cm PANEL 600

5. ELASTOBAND 50 

1

2

3
4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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3
RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIAS
Who does not like to enjoy a good restaurant when staying in a hotel?

Gastronomy is as important as a comfortable stay without 

discomfort in the restaurant.

Conditioning these spaces against noise is vital since the sound 

reverberation in restaurants and cafeterias can be an annoyance for 

clients. The design of the room and the acoustic absorbers achieve to 

get the acoustic comfort that clients seek for.

- 18 -

Dry lining acoustic system of enclosures submitted 

to heavily frequented places.

Acoustic 
Insulation

Enclosures such as restaurants or cafeterias have to be acoustic insulated to protect walls, ceilings and flooring from the noise 

pollution and to avoid its transmission and secure a maximum comfort for the rest of the hotel guests.

1. Panel ChovACUSTIC 65 LR 70/4

2. Laminated plasterboard

3. Elastoband

CHOVA > RESTAURANTS & CAFETERIAS

1. Laminated plasterboard

2. ChovANAPA 6cm PANEL 400

3. Shock-absorber

4. Panel ChovACUSTIC 65 LR 70/4

5. Concrete slab

Ceiling acoustic insulation of restaurants and cafeterias. Impact acoustic insulation of commercial spaces.

1. Concrete slab

2. TriACUSTIC 35

3. Concrete slab

4. ChovAIMPACT BANDA 

5. ELASTOBAND 50 

1

2

3
4

5
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4
MUSIC ROOM, PLAYROOM
OR GYM
Traveling should not mean breaking the routine. The clients seek for 

continuing with their usual routine during their trips and they value 

increasingly  hotels equipped with training rooms.  

- 20 -

CHOVA > MUSIC ROOM, PLAYROOMS OR GYM

Combining leisure and rest in hotels is becoming more frequent. Therefore, it is essential to have  conditioned spaces, so that 

different activities can coexist in the hotel. 

1. ChovACUSTIC 65 FIELTEX

2. ChovANAPA 4 cm PANEL 600 

3. Laminated plasterboard

4. ELASTOBAND 50

Dry lining acoustic system of premises with music 

broadcast.
Ceiling acoustic insulation of premises with music 

broadcast.
Impact acoustic insulation of premises with music

 broadcast.

5

6

1. Laminated plasterboard 

2. ViscoLAM self-adhesive

3. Laminated plasterboard

4. Shock-absorber 4360

5. 2 x ChovANAPA 4cm PANEL 600

6. Concrete slab  

5

6

1. Concrete slab 

2. PANEL MULTIAISLANTE 110/2 

3. ChovAIMPACT PLUS

4. ChovAIMPACT BANDA

5. Concrete �ooring

6. PANEL MULTIAISLANTE 110/2

7. ELASTOBAND 50

7

- 21 -

Acoustic
Insulation
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5
BEDROOMS &
RESTING AREAS
Rest and disconnection. These are the key aspects in which a hotel must 

be based on, . Clients look for quiet spaces where to enjoy their stay, 

whether to rest or even work. To avoid acoustic discomfort, it is 

essential to look for solutions of maximum acoustic comfort in the 

bedrooms. It is estimated that 22% of the European population is upset 

by the noise, so when traveling one looks for the maximum acoustic 

comfort. 
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The acoustic insulation of a hotel represents an added value and is also a competitive advantage as well a great promotion tool 

while its guests enjoy a better comfort during their stay. 

CHOVA > BEDROOMS & RESTING AREAS

5

6

Double dry partition walls separation between rooms.

1. Laminated plasterboard

2. ViscoLAM 65 

3. Laminated plasterboard

4. ChovANAPA 4cm PANEL 600

5. ELASTOBAND 50 

1. Laminated plasterboard 

2. ViscoLAM Autoadhesiva

3. Laminated plasterboard

4. Shock-absorber 4360

5. 2 x ChovANAPA 4cm PANEL 600

6. Concrete slab 

Ceiling acoustic insulation.

Air-borne acoustic insulation from other enclosures.

1. Concrete slab

2. TriACUSTIC 35

3. Concrete �oor

4. ChovAIMPACT BANDA

5. ELASTOBAND 50  

Floating �oor in rooms.

Impact membrane of reduced thickness.
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6
WET AREAS
In bathrooms and kitchens, moisture is inevitable. The area of the 

bathtub and of the shower tray are constantly water splashed  and the 

water vapour condenses.

The waterproofing of bathrooms may avoid problems such as 

moisture and water leaks that at long term may damage not only the 

structure of the building, but also our health.

- 24 -
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Waterproo�ng
 A correct waterproofing of the wet areas will secure health and 

the conservation of the ceramic coating and finishes of the 

bathrooms, kitchens and changing rooms.

1 2

3

4

1.  Bituminous primer 

   PRIMER EAL o PRIMER SR

2.  ChovASTAR SELF-ADHESIVE

3.  Adhesive mortar

4.  Flooring or ceramic coating.

1

2

3

4

Bathrooms Changing rooms

Acoustic Insulation
 On many occasions, the noise coming from the drainpipes is 

annoying and even unpleasant. To avoid these discomforts, it 

is necessary to isolate all kinds of conductions to decrease the 

noises produced by the internal friction of fluids in the 

downspouts.

Drainpipes insulation

1. Drainpipe

2. ELASTOBAND BAJANTES

3. Concrete slab

1

2

3

1.  Bituminous primer  

   PRIMER EAL o PRIMER SR

2.  ChovASTAR SELF-ADHESIVE

3.  Adhesive mortar

4.  Flooring or ceramic coating.
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7
ENGINE ROOMS &
ELEVATORS
In hotels, machine rooms, elevator shafts and other facilities, are 

usually areas which generate a lot of noise. In these cases, it is 

necessary to avoid that the air-borne noise as well as vibrations are 

transmitted to the structure of the building.
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1. Laminated plasterboard 

2. ViscoLAM 65 

3. Laminated plasterboard 

4. ChovANAPA 4cm PANEL 600

5. ChovACUSTIC PLUS FIELTEX

6. ELASTOBAND 50 

Acoustic
Insulation

Ceiling acoustic insulation of machine rooms.Dry lining system to avoid air-borne from 

machine rooms.

1. Concrete slab  

2. PANEL MULTIAISLANTE 110/3

3. Rubber studs TS-80

4. Wooden board 

5. ChovAIMPACT PLUS

6. ChovAIMPACT BANDA

7. Concrete �ooring

8. ELASTOBAND 50

1. Laminated plasterboard 

2. ViscoLAM selgf-adhesive

3. Laminated plasterboard 

4. Shock-absorber 4360

5. 2 x ChovANAPA 4cm PANEL 600

6. Concrete slab  

Floating �oor to avoid impact noise and 

vibrations of the machine rooms.

Elevator and machine rooms are usually transmitting vibrations and air-borne noise to adjacent enclosures. To avoid discomfort 

and that noise is transmitted to the building structure  it is necessary to make an acoustic insulation of such areas.   

CHOVA > ENGINE ROOMS & ELEVATORS
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8
TERRACES, GARDENS
& SWIMMING POOLS
Usually when one think about terraces, swimming pools or gardens, 

summer memories with sun and good temperatures appear in mind. 

At ChovA we believe that it is possible to enjoy these spaces all along 

the year. In the hotels, these areas are the most striking, so its 

conditioning should be ideal to enjoy them with total security and 

guarantee.
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CHOVA > TERRACES, GARDENS & SWIMMING POOLS
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Waterproo�ng
Terraces with green gardens and swimming pools are leisure areas focussed to enjoy the sun and free time. These area are of 

intensive use and are constantly submitted to water presence thus it is essential to get a waterproofing system that avoids water 

leaks and subsequent damages.

1. Concrete slab & gradient formation

2. Bituminous primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30

4. POLITABER GARDEN COMBI

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. ChovADREN DD

7. Topsoil

1. Concrete slab & gradient formation 

2. Bituminous primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 + 

    POLITABER COMBI 40

4. GEOFIM 150

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. GEOFIM PP 125-15

7. Flooring 

Flat landscaped deck.Flat deck with �oating �oor.

1. Concrete slab & gradient formation 

2. Bituminous primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 +

    POLITABER COMBI 40

4. GEOFIM 150

5. ChovAFOAM 300 M

6. GEOFIM PP 125-15

7. Flooring with paving supports

Flat �oor with adhered �ooring.

1.  Concrete slab & gradient formation

2.  SUPERMUL

3.  POLITABER COMBI 40

4.  GEOFIM 200 o GEOFIM PP 100-12

5.  Ceramic tile

Balconies deck with an adhered 

single layer system.
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9
PARKING & BASEMENT
Basements are in contact with moisture coming from the 

subsoil, since, sometimes, there is a constant  or variable 

presence of groundwater. In these cases the walls and 

foundations must be waterproofed with durable, resistant and 

safe systems. Usually these basements are housing parking 

areas, Conference rooms or even discotheques  the use of which 

may be hindered  due the presence of moisture that is difficult 

to repair. 

On the other hand, in parking areas the intensive road traffic 

generates a constant load on the waterproofed flooring thus it is 

essential to get a waterproofing system íhat offers  maximum 

safety and durability.

- 30 -

Waterproo�ng 

Once the walls and foundations of the basement have been 

built,it is impossible to act on the surface in contact with 

moisture. For this reason, it is essential to study from the 

beginning the project to get reliable waterproofing solutions. 

The ChovA bituminous membrane systems  offer a  

watertightness security in  such critical spaces.

CHOVA > PARKING & BASEMENT

Walls waterproo�ng. Flooring and concrete 

slab waterproo�ng.

The waterproofing system of a parking deck is  to be selected 

according to its road traffic intensity. In case the road bed 

should receive hot poured asphalt over it, bituminous 

membranes with a higher punching strength are required. 

1. Wall coating

2. PRIMER EAL

3. POLITABER AUTOADHES. POL PY 30 M

4. ChovADREN DD

5. Draining pipe

6. Soil

7. Metal �ashing

1.  Natural Soil

2. Draining pipe

3. ChovADREN DD

4. Concrete levelling layer

5. Geo�m PP 125-15

6. POLITABER VEL 30 y COMBI 30

7. Geo�m PP 125-15

8. Concrete levelling layer

9. Foundation slab

1. Concrete Slab & gradient formation

2. Bituminous Primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 & PARKING 48

4. Asphalt agglomerate road bed

1
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3

4

1. Concrete Slab & gradient formation

2. Bituminous Primer with SUPERMUL

3. POLITABER VEL 30 y  COMBI 48

4. Geo�m PP 125-15

5.Concrete road bed
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2
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4

5

Parking deck with asphalt  

agglomerate road bed.

Parking deck with a concrete road bed.
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Air-borne and impact noise  acoustic insulation system of a �oating �oor.

1. Concrete slab

2. TriACUSTIC 35 

3. ChovAIMPACT BANDA

4. Concrete �oor

5. ELASTOBAND 50

In order to avoid the transmission of the noise coming from the parking to the upper adjacents enclosures of the Hotel such 

as rooms or rest spaces, it is necessary to reinforce the air-borne insulation of the concrete slabs that are separating the 

parking from those spaces.

Acoustic
Insulation
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2

3

4

CHOVA > PARKING & BASEMENT

5
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Photographs: RH Bayren Hotel & Spa

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
TO PROJECTS

ChovA  provides  technical support, to assist professionals in the 

correct selection and use of the products which take part of a 

building project. One of the key assets of ChovA is its skilled and 

professional Technical Assistance Department forefront about 

all the new developments of the building sector and that is  

supporting the technicians, in charge of the project execution. 

The Technical Assistance of ChovA constitutes a high added 

value for professionals which is materialized through the 

delivery of a "Technical Report " that save time and money and 

has a direct impact of the quality of the final Building.
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